The TearRoom Project
Tears like bits of glass formed in the eye – Leonard Michaels
tear (tîr)
n.
a. A drop of the clear salty liquid that is secreted by the lachrymal gland of the eye to lubricate the surface
between the eyeball and eyelid and to wash away irritants.

b.	
  tears	
  A	
  profusion	
  of	
  this	
  liquid	
  spilling	
  from	
  the	
  eyes	
  and	
  wetting	
  the	
  cheeks,	
  especially	
  as	
  an	
  
expression	
  of	
  emotion.	
  

Civilizations have much in common throughout time. The Romans, the Greeks, Victorian England
and people today practice catching tears. Whether it makes sense or not people do it. As humans
attempt to deal with life’s challenges, symbols have been used to mark the emotions associated
with those moments. Grief is such an overpowering and overwhelming experience people
created an entire tradition to trap the expulsion of the salty fluid from the lachrymal gland in an
effort to help make sense of the moment causing the grief.
Collecting tears in jars has been around for more than 3000 years. Sometimes it was used for
egotistical or political statements, for sentimental purposes, for therapeutic reasons or even
sometimes as a check and balance to measure the level that the person grieved in the absence
of the giver of the tear jar. The personal collection of tears is powerful, memorable and personal.
This series explores human emotion as captured in a jar.
There are questions that arise when analyzing this tradition and its appeal to each individual.
What would make people want to collect their tears? What is the value of a tear? What is the
value of strong emotion? Does the power of that emotion increase with the proximity of so many
other tears together or does it decrease? Can we feel emotional reading the label as to why the
person cried? Is there a connection that can be made between people crying at completely
different times in different places? If I decided to catch my tears, am I expected to experience an
emotional event at the same level as the person that gave the tear jar to me expects me to?
Does the value of the tear jar and its artistic merit imply that my collection of tears in it must be
used for a higher level of grief?

Tear bottles, tear jars, tear catchers, or lachrymatory, are part of human experience for over 3000 years. Evidence of use
can be found in the cultures of ancient Greece, Rome, and the Middle East. Statues, tombs, and references in the
literature of the day provide evidence related to the common practice of collecting tears when grieving. Large tear bottles
were a part of the Roman spectacle and mourners filled small cups and added their tears together at the burial tomb. The
more prominent members of Rome made efforts to prove their worth to society by having the most tears collected.
Professional mourners capable of producing many tears were able to gain more compensation.
The Jewish culture of ancient times can be followed in the Old Testament of the Bible. Psalm 56:8 describes David as he
prays to God, "Thou tellest my wanderings, put thou my tears in Thy bottle; are they not in Thy Book?" Tear jars and
bottles are still being mass-produced today in the Middle East.
th

The collection of tears bottles makes an appearance in human history during the Victorian Age. During the 19 century,
with the advancements in glass blowing techniques and decorations such as silver and pewter added, the tear jars
became works of art as well as functional. Another advancement was the addition of special stoppers which allowed the
tears to evaporate and when the jar was empty, the grieving period was over.
The collection of tears enters the North American continent with use during the American Civil War. Stories describe how
women into tear catchers and saved them until their husbands returned. Their collected tears would show the men how

much they were loved and missed. If the husband did not return alive, the tears collected would be saved for one year,
and then on the anniversary of his death, the tears would be poured out on his grave, signifying the end of the mourning
period.

In contemporary music and literature, tear bottles are being romanticized, with references to the power of the tear
catching tradition occurring in music videos, novels, and poetry. You can learn more about the history of lachrymatory tear
bottles at www.lachrymatory.com where this information was gathered from.

